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In easy-to-follow terminology, Lynch offers directions for sorting out the long shots from the no shots

by spending just a few minutes with a company's financial statements. His advice for producing

"tenbaggers" can turn a stock portfolio into a star performer! --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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Fantastic book!When you're buying a stock, your buying the future earnings of a company. Learn

how to evaluate companies from an ownership perspective.Plus, learn common pitfalls of

investing.Plus, Mr. Lynch's anecdotes and observations will keep you chuckling. Obviously written

by a person "who has been there and done it" in spades.Perhaps some examples are a little dates.

Perhaps if Mr. Lynch could launch an updated book with more recent examples and observations

(please, please)?

Peter Lynch does such a great job explaining how you do not have to work on Wall Street to be

successful in the stock market. One Up on Wall Street provides a great overall foundation for

investing and how people can utilize companies they know/understand and products they use and

enjoy to make successful investments before the stock catches the attention of the large institutional

investors. Lynch stated you only have to be right six out of ten times to be successful in the stock

market, and a tenbagger (stock price grows 1000%) can make someoneÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s career.

Lynch also believed there is a lot of noise with investing, and people put too much effort in the



wrong areas. He did not like the most popular or pretty stocks, instead he liked good, boring

companies that will consistently produce cash flow and grow immensely in the long term. I liked

hearing how Peter Lynch takes everyday undervalued companies that are commonly used, not just

talked about, and studies to see how fundamentally sound they are to invest in. Lynch does not

believe in getting caught up in daily stock prices, he sought after undervalued companies that are

consistently growing for 5-10 years. Lynch is a prominent GARP investor seeking rapid company

growth at very reasonable prices. His amazing track record speaks for itself as he outperformed all

other fund managers consistently for over two decades. Peter Lynch offers a lot of very beneficial

investing advice in this book and it will be very educational for anybody wanting to get involved in

the stock market. I really enjoyed reading One Up on Wall Street and recommend it to all investors.

The world would be a better place if Peter Lynch replaced Jim Cramer in the "Mad Money" TV

show. He gives useful and intelligent tips, he's humble, he tells funny jokes, he's able to say things

that follow the Aristotelian logic.I must admit it. After readingÃ‚Â Getting Things Done: The Art of

Stress-Free Productivity, I promised to myself that I would never ever again read a book with a

standing suited author in the cover. Despite the trauma, I decided to make an exception for Mr.

Lynch, as this little book is wildly praised among the investment community. I'm glad I read it! Not

only that, now the probability that I read this other book has increased from nil to very

small:Ã‚Â Why We Suck: A Feel Good Guide to Staying Fat, Loud, Lazy and StupidI find this book

useful for both the professional and the layman. For the professional, the value comes from the fact

that part of the content here definitely won't be found in the usual

Graham-Buffett-Fischer-Klarman-Mauboussin-Montier combo. Peter Lynch's work is somewhat

original, in the sense that it places emphasis on some aspects of a good investment that are, at

most, briefly mentioned in the classic works above. For the layman, the content is much more useful

than what you hear from Jim Cramer and your sales broker combined (well, that's not very difficult).

If Lynch's advice aids you to buy only one bagger stock (and it can help you on it), that's awesome

enough.The only drawback of the book is that, sometimes, it oversimplifies complex things. This

seems to have been done with the intent of not confusing the layman and trying to make clear

explanations to the general public. This is indeed a noble purpose. But, to some, it may give the

misleading impression that the collective of very intelligent market participants are doing stupid

things all the time. Don't get me wrong: despite attracting some of the best talent and brains around,

the group wisdom of the market does stupid things on a few occasions. But that's the exception, not

the rule. Finding truly outstanding opportunities in the market is very hard.With that warning made



clear, almost everything else here is worth the read. I definitely think you should put this one in your

priority list of investment books.

Short and sweet. If you're already a successful individual investor, it will encapsulate and validate

what you already know. If not, it's a great guide to the practice of finding companies right under your

nose that could be your next "ten bagger".

This is an outstanding book. Even though I know that Peter Lynch is an investing legend, I was

concerned about the title of the book. Don't let the title scare you away.....Lynch is not proposing

some get-rich-quick or over-simplified strategy. Quite the opposite....he gives you the keys to

successful long-term investing success. This is an outstanding overview on successful investing

strategies. Lynch is real and grounded and entertaining as he shares the techniques that lead to

successful investing. Some of his most important points are the ones that he spends very little time

on. If you are paying attention during the book, you will pick up subtle truths that legends have been

capitalizing on for decades..... Lynch clearly favors growth investing, but he shares some useful

nuggets in just about every area of successful investing. This book deserves recognition among the

best investing books out there of any era.
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